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Design is all about displaying your
love story through textures, levels,
layers, colors, smells, depths, and
dimensions.

We create your

wedding design based on all of the
details to ensure you have a
customized, individualized, and
personalized wedding to speaks to
the love you both share. We want
you and your guests to not only
feel the beauty of your love but
see it as well.

We are a full design and production team. This is why we do not consider ourselves
as just florists as we have many more services and options that are available to our
clients. We can handle all of your floral needs, with the addition of many other
great things in house. Which saves you time and money having the option to work
with just one vendor, US!
We have florists, carpenters, graphic designers, and interior designers on our team.
Therefore we can creatively approach every aspect of design. No weddings or
events we design are the same nor look the same. This happens because we do not
just make beautiful wedding and events happen. We give our clients a
personalized, customized and individualized style matched only to their story.
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Flowers - We work with fresh,
preserved, silk or wood flowers.
Whichever fits your style and budget.
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Candles & Lighting - We can provide
any type of lighting, as well all candles
(real or electric)
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Linens - Our in house vendor carries
table linens, chair covers, table
runners, and napkins in a variety of
colors, textuures and prints
Custom Builds - We have a carpenter in
the house! Anything you need from
metal, acrylic or wood. If you can imagine
it we can build it
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Chargers - We have over 22 styles of
chargers in a variety of colors & type
(acrylic, wood, glass and metal)
Signage - We have an in-house graphic
designer and calligrapher available to make
any and all neeeded signage. We also
have laser cut signs and neon signs.
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Draping - We have an in-house
vendor who supplies all colors,
textures and sizes needed
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Tables & Chairs - If your design calls
for tables and chairs not provided by
your venue, we have you covered. Our
in-house vendor has a variety of styles,
colors and sizes
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FIRST STEPS
The beginning phase of design must always start with visualization, dreaming, inspiration and
exploring. Without these we will have no direction. Therefore, for your first 'homework'
assignment we ask you to create a vision album. Either use Pinterest, an album of photos in your
phone, a shared google doc folder or whatever one location you choose to house your
inspiration photos. At the beginning it is important to start with many ideas that we will work
together to narrow down to the exact details for your wedding or event.
90 - DAY POINT
This when we will start the process of elimination. We have received all of the inspiration,
explored all of the ideas and now is the time to set the vision. Here we will help you categorize all
of your ideas while also eliminating all the 'likes' and keeping the 'wows' and 'loves'. All areas of
your event will be decided as far as colors, theme, style, level of detail and overall aesthic. We will
also start the creation of your final design plan. Laying out the entrance, ceremony, cocktail and
reception for weddings. Or the entrance, main room and special areas for your event.
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60 - DAY POINT
This when it all starts to come together. Pictures and written plans are great and needed as first
steps, but now its time to get LIVE. We will host a mock table design setup in our warehouse or
McKinney Home office. We pull out the tables, linens, chargers, centerpieces and etc to show you
elements of the design we have been working on. This will allow you to have a vision of how
your day will look. Its just a fraction, but imagine it in full view!!! We show enough for you to
make the final decisions, but keep some things hidden so you still get that WOW and SURPRISED
factor at your wedding/event reveal.
30 - DAY POINT
Its time to get serious! Oh, but no worries we will still have fun!! At this point we are finalizing all
of your details. From the exact layout, linens, centerpieces, backdrops, signs and any other items
we have been planning together. After the final design has been approved, we will then see you
on your big day!! Our service includes the setup and breakdown of everything we are providing.
This way you get to just see it all come to fruition

Schedule a Consultation
We would love the opportunity to
speak with you about your wedding
plans. Our consultations are
complimentary and can be held via
phone, video or in our McKinney home
Office
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Receive Custom Proposal
Our Proposals are personalized,
individualized and custom create based on
your own desires, sentimental needs and
customized details. Anyone can do 'pretty',
but we do your visual love story.

Provide Your Vision Board
Whether you are using pinterest, a gallery in
your phone, powerpoint, a canva
presentation or Google Docs, please share
your vision with us This will allow us to create
an accurate custom Proposal for serviices
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BOOK with us!
Join our Coalesced Bridal Family! Let us

